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"DUKS" MILLSR calls open square and contra dances every Saturda.y night this summer at Pitswilliam, ¥JI,
Town Hall. And a special Labor Day Night night dance
at Prancestown, H,H# Tov/n Hall. All welcome.

takjh it or
IT

L 3 A Y

Ji]

I am not talking throaigh my hat ^;:hen I say that there
is a tremendous amo'ont of interest in contra dances and
old-time q-us.drilleSo During a week of research at the
Library of Con^Tess in April I foiand over ^0 very interesting qiiadrille figures in dance "books of the late
19th cent-ury. Many of them worthy of revival. Some
of us are going to do just that.
There always seems t©
be a fly in the ointment however.
In this particular
case it is an almost complete lack of recorded quad-

a shame I Because some enterprising
youngoT-mers of companies recording music for square
dances are missing the boat.
rille music.

IVhat

T^at did quadrille music
sound likef It is difficult to put into words. T« put
it bluntly, it was music written by competent musicians
especially for qtia.drilles and ha,d about as much resemInace to what is called modern square dance music as
Mozart a.nd Hayden have to acid rock.
You need a cornet,
clarinet, fiddle, bass viol, cello, and good pianist
to build your orchestra around. Many of my orchestrations have ps.rts for trombone, flute, and another cornet and clarinet as well as drums.
In our eagerness to
run new figures through a computer we have entirely
forgotten about the music for dancing. The present gen
Efration of ca.llers and dancers have never known the
thrill of dancing to a full orchestra.
Perhaps with
the current surge of interest in live music for squa.re
dancing there will come a demand for better music.

Sincerely

Ralph
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by RICZ CBECLLCS

--

H9t long ago this ccmntry was
v W j /
^jy^'
very different. It was largely aa
~"~"--;-^
agrarian society. There werenH as
many people and they moved at a miich
slower pace than the people of today. They were more
isolated and independent and they made and grew most ev
Siaco' these folks
erything they needed to sinrvive
were both maker and cons-umer the things they made were
done with great care - b-ailt to last*
-

-

/

,

Uatiirally the music of these coir:.try folk reflected their basic, independent, and self-sufficient ways,
Through their mi^ic they expressed the ;joys and sorrows
of their simple agrarian existence*

But as time passed, the agrarian society faded.
The industria.1 revolution began to take hold, turning
towns into large cities and fields into toxins and highThe pace of life became quicker as quantity reways.
placed quality in the production of goods. People provided less and less for themselves and became increasingly dependent upon others for the necessities of life.
Many folks moved to crowded cities for work; only going
to the country for vacations.
pre -Indus trial era were being
The ways of the
quickly replaced and clouded over by the smols of indt^
trial progress,, Old-time music changed too, as the barriers of isolation v;ere broken by mass ccmmuni cation.

This had the effect of taking all the regional dif

3

ferences of the music and combining them into one,
along with elements of other musical forms sticih as pops
and blues. This kind of music was more appealing to the
masses and, of course, more marketable.
But not everyone moved to the cities and not all
There were still
the land vjas turned into factories „
those who saw the value of the old vjays and who still
enjoyed playing the tunes they learned from their parents and grandparents
Today, more and more j^ople are seeing the common
sense of the old ways. They see a way of thinking, not
anachronistic, but sensible, A saner way to live in an
off-balance world,
Jor some, old-time music and dancing has become an
expression of these vaules and a way to show displeasure with modern society. A rebellion against mass production, mass media and anything else that further dehumanizes people.

John Cohen of the lew Lost City Eamblers v/rotei
dealing with the past and present, a
connection x^ith people faced with similar problems - a
simple statement of basic human needs..."
As

'^It

is a way of

V/hatever the music means to the people who play it
important thing is, it brings peoor dance to it, the
ple together in a warm and lively atmosphere of country
>/here there is a lack of pretentiousness and
dancinga
the musicians are no more
important than the dancers,
Everyone shares in the occasion.

So no matter how rapidly the world keeps changing,
it is reassuring to see old time music being played and
danced to pre'tty much the vjay it always has been. And
to knoxf that it will probably keep going on and on just
lik© a river, no matter what*

(from The Maine Country Dance Newsletter,

March, 1977)
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"All join hands in a circle
" There is magic in a
circle, especially a circle of folk dancers. The circle
vjas first used for dance in primitive rites of worship.
Now the warm clasp of hands keeps out the evil spirit
of loneliness, shyness, and boredom, and holds within
it the good sprits of music, laughter and friendliness,

Folk dancing can be enjoyed by children in their
singing games, young people whirling in a Cacak, older
folk treading a stately quadrille or Lancers, Those who
cannot dance come to hear the ancient folk tunes of
their heritage and to watch the flying feet and whirling petticoats. It is a link between the past and present.

Wear an ethnic costume, and for a little while you
are no longer the clerk, teaclier, housewife, or student;
you are a Bavarian maiden, a Russian Cossack, a RomanIt is instant escape I
In the
ian gypsy, or a cowboyi
process of acquiring a costume, one has learned something of the needlework art and symbolism of the country, and the waiving craft.

"

Members of the party committee "become folklorists
as they seek out interesting customs to build the theme
for the special occasion - it is not just another dance,
it is a German IermiS3,a Scandinavian' Hidsumme a?- Eve,
or a Cascaronne Ball,
Pinatas, Maypoles, corn dollies,
luminaries 9 and other long forgotten sjnnhols are studied and come to life again at the folk dance party, Eth
nic foods make exciting refreshments.

Musicians are drawn into the circle by the lilt of
timeless music, and find an interest in the simplest
peasant instrtunents of drums and shepherd's pi^^s, or
complicated bagpipes or gaidas, guitars or balalaikas.
They are held by the thrilling response of the dancers,
and leave their instruments only to join the dancing
circle.

Yes, one can specialize in folk dance - Scottish
groups, Germaji Vereins, square dance cluts; one csn
dance alone - sword dances, candle dances, pipe dances.
But an international dance group offers wide variety of
music, floor patterns, formations and steps.

dance, we are doing our little bit
I'Jhile we folk
toward v/orld peaee through understanding, as we learn
of others by our enjoyment of the music and dance*
The
Scots have a wonderful proverb: "Ye canna fight the man
you dance v/i
.

'

Come, let us join hands in the folk dance circlei

V J
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n^RMEK'b FROLK
by D/iYID PROPlDR
Farm life of a century ago was often monotono-us
and lone some, "but it had its frolics and its outings
into which the farmers and their families managed to
pack consideralDle wholesome ftme

Work itself supplied some opportunities for merrymaking, although there was not much amusement in holding tb©- ploif, fcllowihg the harrci?, hoeing .corn, '^aproii
ting" potatoes or in picking up stones
Sheep washing and shearing in the spring were some
times considered in the light of a diversion, and haying could be the source of jollity in spite of the hard
work. Corn huskings and apple paring bees were frequent
ly social events of some importance.
Aside from these homely festivals of labor, there
were occasional holidays - a day for berrying, generally in some pause of harvest; a nutting excursion in the
then a hunting or fishing holiday
ar.tumn and now and
The Fourth of July and "General Training" of the local
militia v;ere high days on the farmer's calendar* The
circus also tempted him to town once or twice a year,
unless his principles were very firm, and the traveling
menageries wholly uncontaminated by the wicked clown
and the enticing acrobat, offerred him an oaeasieiiiil
=.

glimpse of zoological wonders.

And when we think of spelling schools and singing
schools, of sligh rides in the winter, we are constrained to admit that the farmer^s life v/as not, in olden
times, altogether dull and joylesSo

^"1 /
Among the most anticipated diversions fo^r country
folk was a neighborhood dance, frequently called a "kit
chen junket" from the fact that they were held in this,
the largest room in most farm homes.
Once the word was
out, little urging was needed to gather quite a company
of neighbors and friends for an evening's frolic*
Although the Puritans of early Massachusetts took
a dim view of music in general and dancing in particular, the settlers of New Hampshire were under no such
stern legislation once they ventured heyond the limits
of Bay Colony jurisdiction, and became known as the
"merry" Puritans of Hew England,

neighborhood had its fiddler, whose merits
and abilities v/er© stoutly defended against rival
claims from other regions. Generations of such telented
musicians and dance callers enlivened rural life without benefit of conservatory or musical score*
!^very

o

ware laarned by childi^sa taksa to suoh
!Desce3
neigliboi'hooi "jtsnkets" as wail as from dancing masters
teaching dancing schools for
vjho
toiTTGd Hew England
taims of a fow v/eakSj, gen3rall7 climaxed hy a piiblic
Svadents have spant lifetimes searching cut the
"ball,
crigins of coimbry dances » many related to British folk

dances

^

^.

Eeene^s first dancing school was conducted diiring
the wlnte-r cf 1798-99 ty ''Master B'i^h^k" of Brookfleld
Massaeh^setts, Dana Parks ta'aght another opened in November 180? 5 and Timothy E, Ames ad-ertised one in Docem
hsr 1318.
for one or another of these IToene^s printer

a^d

pii."bli2he?i>

John Prentiss, issiied a man-ual with the

title, gae_ Dance Instr-UGtQg^ Con.^ai niiig a G<DlleQti3n gjf
the Hew33t Ccoil lions and Country Dances o Its ezact aiatho? o^ compiler is -unknown, and it is among the rarest
of Eaeae poblicationSo

»7
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Lloyd Shaw ronndation, Inc, annouiices two sissaer workshops: J^ily 11 « 15, Castle ton College, Horthfield, Minnesota, Contact: Rotert Bonner, Directijr of Snmmes' Progsfaiis, Garletoa College, ITorthfield^ Minnesotas 5505?Jiily 18-2:2, Colorado State UiKiiTersityj to te held a4
llTorthglenns Colorado.
Contacts Mrs
Colorado
Irnsl Jaganj Depto of Physical Educatisn,
State Univereity, Psrt Collins , Colorado, 80523o

Hiaron Jr. High,

k complete semina? on the art of Irish Uillsan piping,
given "by Desais Brooks will be held July 15.1? & 1? at
LsdgD, Mendocino, Calif, \^zt%& JjB.t-'k '1^ the
ti^e A3i3i3
Morniaga PoOo Box 1176, Mendocino, Calif. 95^60.
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KDRZLO

Si'jeing five
teen-age boys on a bandstand playing
music for a crowd of dancers isn't Tinusiial these days.
Except in the small farming commtmity of Durant, Iowa,
that is.

There, five buddies who call themselves the Polka
Chips, formed a band to play polkas 5 schottisches, and
waltzes. They have become one of the most popular Sattir
day night bands in the state.
The group is booked solid for most of the remainder of the year. The engagements are mostly for Saturday nights because the boys are busy most of the time
with school.

He's the leader
Take Mike Cielecki, for example «
and accordionist, and is the school's yearbook photogra
on the
pher.
player, Ronnie Alpen, stars
The bass
Trumpet player
school basketball and baseball teams.
David Behal, mixes music v/ith body contact as center on
He's also in many school
the
varsity football team.
plays

6

o

10

The other two meiahers just finished high -school*
Gary Bland, the driumnsr, is now a student at Muscatine
Gomm-anity Junior College. He's the "clown" of the band,
always teasing crowds with Jlmiay Carter grins. The second trumpet player, Handy Geurinkp helps his father operate a feed storeo

Mika Cieleckl started the "band, "Ever since Durant
held its first pol^ fest in 1973 s I have wanted t©
form a hand," he saido "One night two years ago, I was
in the town^s howling alley and I was listening to some
I knew I just had
promotion music for the Polka Festo
that
night to form a
decided
so
it,
I
to he a part of
hand»"

at
later, Randy Oeurink arrived
asked
Mike
his
with
muBlc,
some
help
for
Mike's hone
landy if he would like to form a hand. He agreed, and
that was the start of it.

A few

nights

The two hoys quickly enlisted the three other members and launched rehearsals in the summer of 1975.
That year they made their first appearance before nearly 20,000 people from throughout the Midwest who were
attending the fest

Despite the fact that the band opened its c&rear
against a dozen veteran polka groups, it became an imSoon the members began to receive calls
mediate hit.
at neighboring high school and cominuni
performances
for
celebrations
and
dances
ty

I

C'

I

wasn^t just the adults," Ronnie said. "The
We all played in the high
kids really liked us too.
"It

11

school band and students accepted o-qt nnisic. They were
the first to "buy cur initial record albtim." That albtun,
entitled "Itom You To Us", included the 12 best requested polkas, schottisehes and vjaltzes.

Both statewide and national recognition came to
the boys last s-ummer when they were selected as the official Icx";a Junior Chamber of Commerce band for the Jay
cees national convention in Indianapolis,
In the 1976
presidential election campaign, they were one of three
bands selected to play for a rally honoring Betty Ford,
Choosing polka music over rock is not the usijal
routs for young people today* The Chips point out that
their style of playing is that of their German ancestors in Durant.
They feel that such a tradition is an
important influence in their lives.

You should know about Don Armstrong's Contra Eance Holiday, Thanksgiving Week-end, November 2^-27, 1977 » at
Eamada Inn, Binghamton, N^Yo Joining Don on the staff
will be Bill Johnston of Skippack, Pa. and Angus McMorran of Ottawa, Ontario. Further information by writing:
Bill & Janis Johnston, Box 523, Skippack, Pa. 19^7^.
Jnly 15-17, 1977f sees the First Annual Gloucester Folk
Dance Festival, to be held at the Gloucester, Mass,
Staff includes: The Taylors, Ted SaHigh School Gyme
nnella, Lynn Shapiro and a special Btilgarian v/orkshop &
More particiilars
culture corner led by Hick Jordanoff
from Gloucester Folk Dance Ass'n. Kendall Sq-uare Branch
Post Office, Box 109, Cambridge, Mass, 021^2.
.

The Balkan Dancers 12th Annual Labor Day Camp, September 2 through 5» 1977; featuring Nelda Drury, Mexican
dances & Athan Earras Greek dances . Write Vaerie T©rzieff, 44 Victoria Blvd. Kenmore, N.Y. 1^217.
,
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by PAT PMDniG

/
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One of the worst moulders of public opinion is the
person who, without proper knowledge of a subject, poses as ah expert and writes an aericle on a subject
which is without any true foundation. Oft times such an
article finds its way into public print and its contents accepted by an unknowing public as gospel truth.
This has happened to todays s square dancing.
The real square dancers of this big North American
Continent are a quiet sort of people who go square dancing on Saturday nights in order to meet their neighbors, and to have a lot of good, clean, relaxing fun
without the necessity of spending at least one half of
the evening practicing and trying to learn new and comThey enjoy dancing in a leisurely
plicated patterns
fashion on the beat and in Phrase of the music. To them
important than the newest and latest
the music is more
compaterized figures hollered at them by some would-be
They comexpert dressed up like a rhinestone cowboy
sq.uarG dancers »
prise over 8(^ of all the
They enjoy
dancing patterns that have been proven over many generations and Smoothed out year after year, and through ev
olution, re choreographed to fit clianging times. These
patterns are smooth, interesting, and easily learned.
<,

c

In every public project dissenters always appear.
Square dancing has a similar section comprised of less
These dissenters are mathan 20^ of all the dancers.
king a burlesque of one of our finest pastimes. Led by
radicals they have created magazines, flysome dance
by-night record companies, and leaders who, for the

,

13

most part have no solid background or knowledge of what
good dancing is. Their money making propaganda has hecome so noisy that that section has been dubhed 'The
Loud Minority'
JL

'^

SL

The record companies
tumble over each other in
their haste to hire some rabid caller to conglomerate
some pattern that even a prize army drill team woiild
pass Tip as too complicated and improperly choreographed.
The caller adapts it to Hit Tune #1 on the Disc Jockey
rating list.
Then they advertize it as the mostest in
their magazines and foister it on an -uns-us pec ting pubIn reality it is an unreasonable facsimile of
lic.
square dancing but which they have labelled 'Modern
Square Dancing' . Naturally the record has a short life
as hits on today's juke boxes anr gone
tomorrow, and
this seems to echo among their dancers - they too are
here today and gone tomorrow*
The clientele is ever
changing.

^
r.

\

nJ
i

y

Let us contrast this with the type of dancing done
80fo - the permanent dancers. They dance to
times that, over the years, have been accepted by our
better dancing masters as proper in beat and rhythm,
the patterns of their dances are smooth and flow togeth
er beautifully into sometimes interestingly tricky patterns.
Wci&t^s more, they come back week after week to
enjoy a neighb&rliness that is completely lacking in
the evenings sponsored by the 'Loud Minority',

by the other

The leaders of this 'Loud Minority' know full well
that if their clientele were to be exposed to a couple
of evenings of the other kind of square dancing they
woxdd lose them.
So they shout from the housetops in

„

1^
praise of the style that is bringing them the fast dollar simultaneo-asly "belittling v/hat the majority has
found to be the most acceptable type.
j

Do not be misled by the
spiirious claims and radical propaganda voiced be these would-be experts

THE FHILO RICORD CLUB
If the term "record club" holds an unfavorable con
notation in your mind, then you haven't heard about the
Fhilo Record Club,
Established earlier this year, the
Club already has almost 1,000 members who will be re-cei
ving new release information, Philo artist touring
schedules, newsletters describing vjhat's new in production from Fhilo and Pretless Records, and special oppor
t unities to
receive albums by mail - often even before
release to the general poblic. All without membership
fees, hidden costs, or a regular stream of unwanted rec
ords; the Philo Club is primarily a source of informati
on on artists, appearances and albums of interest,
j& special feature
of the Philo Record Club is the
opportunity for its members to reserve pre-release copies of new releases for shipment to their homes at the
same time that radio, newspaper and magazine promotional copies are shipped, well before the record is availaSDle in stores. The first pre-release reservations will
be taken early this summer for new Philo releases by
artists Mary McCaslin and Jim Ringer,

To join the Philo Record Club and for more informa
tion vrrite to: Carol Ford, the Philo Record Club, North
Jferrisburg, Vermont, 05^73.
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¥e are citt5.ng in Jean Gtiy's "backyard swing enjoying a cool Canadian s-unmer evening listening to a tape
of his
gropp^s (Kes Danseiars du St. latirent) performanae at Wolf Trap's File ne Center, '-Ahlih, listen to the
applaiisc ..eBeautif-aii" He tiirns the music up for a solo
"by Philippe Bruneau, acccriionist and specialist in
Irish jigs, I ask why so many French Can.adian musicians
seem to have such interest in Irish music.
"Ife

must go

"back

very far to tell the

story," he

"begins.
It starts in the 17th
century, when Louis XI? was
setting fashion and manners for all of Europe,
Dance
masters taught the dances of the court of France to the
courts cf England, Germany, Spain, Scotland and Ireland.
"Folk" in these countries copied the dances, often adap
ting them to their own simple styles*

The New VJorld was opening and the French were settling "Hew Frgmce" on the east coast of what is now Can
ada.
The British and Scottish were colonizing to the
south. In 1763 they clashed at the old fortress City of
QuelDec, and after a 12-minute
tattle, the British had
taken Canada from the French,

D

o

o

a

io
The British in Canada were the overlords - riilers,
merchants, bankers.
They brought with them the dances
their ancestors had copied from Louis's coiirtv thus introducing the dances' of Old B"a.nce to Uev; itanceo

U

G

Q

The French lords fled Canada, leading behind farmers who had never learned the court dances in Old
Ifraneeo Poor and unschooled, they had brought to Canada
the folk dances of itance - simple, light steps like
Cotillion de Baie Sainte- Catherine and a round dance
song, La plus belle de Caans (both in the repertoire of
Les Danseurs),

a

a

D

British rule brought new settlers: Irish farmers
sharing Catholic traditions with the French. Scottish
sheepherders and merchants among still other migrations.
During the 1800s, the British opened lumber camps
in Quebec. I^ench and Irish farmers sought winter work
in the camps where their cultures met and mixed. The
Irish did their jigs, their homeland adaptation of the
dances from King Louis's Court, and the French did
their folk cotillions and rondes . Uights in camp, they
learned each other's dances in friendly (and sometimes
At spring thaw, lumbernot so friendly) competition.
jacks became farmers again, and a new tradition had
been formed: Frenchmen trying to dance an Irish jigo
,

"^

D

Q

a

^

television and radio, that
farmer-lumberjack spent evenings dt home
children the da^nces he was learning. Pershoii^lng his
haps the Irish jig didn't come easily to French feet,
so it was adapted, turned into something unique. Dances
lik- Reel Gigxie and the 6/8 Irish Jig became THEIR danIrish jigs but
same steps as the
ces, done with the
It was natural, before

the

^ench

o

o
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with the distinctive rhythms of the Erench.
In liJastern 0:uelDec, the same mingling occurred with
The riverboat' m^n of 'the Atlantic rean added t ouch.
gions j who patronized the same inns and taverns as the
sailors of the sea-faring vessels that docked on the
coast and along the St. Lawrence River, imitated the

sailor ^s walk, manners and dances, X'Jhile taking loggers
riverboat men pa,ssed on to them the
to the camps, the
steps they'd learned in part, carrying the influence of
the seas inland,
Jean Guy's dancers always include examples from this tradition ( Jig des gas Jig des filles
Jig de tout le monde ) strong in the heel slapping, foot
stamping, deep knee bending style of sailors.
.

^

D

G

,

'^

There were other regional blends, too - with Scottish sheepherders settling around Lac St. Jean in north
eg-stern (Quebec, and with Americans along the CanadianI'/hat we see today is not so much a dance
U.S. border,
melting pot but several peculiar "blends", Les I3anceurs
du St. Laurent typify the joy that French Canadians
find in carrying on their unique version of the dance
traditions of all Europe.

(From the NSI^fSLETTSR of the

KFm, January,

197^)

mil
The Roberson Folk Dancers hold their 12th Annual Fall
Weekend, October 7-9, 1977, at Scott «s Oquaga Lake
Staff includes Ada Dziewanowska, Dances of PoHouse o
land 8z Dick Oakes, International and Balkan De^nces , Information from Roberson Folk Dancers, 30 Front St, Binghamton, H.Y, 13905

Write George Tomov, 43-16 Judge St. Elmhurst, New, York,
11373 for information about his Yugoslavian tours this
summer via ELM Royal Dutch Airlines

18
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by LES DAR¥IN

An LP library of any proportions is a costly investment. Proper protection, therefore j can extend the
listener's pleasiire and prolong the life of the records.
After all an LP is a fragile thing and does not take
kindly to abuse. No one likes to purchase the same recp
ord twice - but that is what happens v/hen careless care
ruins one of your favorites.
How can you prolong disk life?
ven ways to help.

Here are some pro

Store your LPs upright, side by side, in a cabinet
or record rack. This prevents warping. Storing them in
jackets and paper sleeves helps prevent dust from build
Eeep them away from radiatci's,
ing up in the grooves
heaters, and direct sunlight.
»

DonH

touch the surface of the record. VJhen removits Jacket, keep your fingers on the lafrom
ing an LP
bel and your thumb on the edge. Hold the disk only by
the edges when placing it on the turntable.

«-»

19
Cliimsy tone arms and skipping styli damage records,
Several new products are specifically designed to protect them from needle damage. To absorl) vibrations from
booming speakers, street traffic, and riinning children,
you might try using an audio insulator system. This con
sists of bcushed chrome which fit under the turntable
or speaker corners „ They neutralize potentially harmful
vibrations. The shock never reaches the tone arm.

«-»
Cleaning is very important.
Clean records before
or during play, or both. ^%ile the music is on, a tonearm-type cleaner loosens and collects dirt from record,
grooves. The device has special features to dispel static electricity that builds up as records play.

«-»
Two hand-held cleaners are also available.
These
feature an antistatic cleaning solution to dissolve gum
my build-ups.

So-called "cleaning cloths" only sweep dirt into
leave a sticky residue that attracts
rather than repels dirt. Remember, replacing LPs can be
expensive and frustrating as well as postponing new additions to the collection.
the grooves and

Despite advances in other media, records, properly
maintained, are still the best quality sound source
available to consumers. But, handle with carei

«-);
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by EMIL JENSEN
N

/

^^^^
¥lmT3leton is to tennis and
Indianapolis is to auto racings Mesa, Arizona
is to a mimber of persons who devote their lives to the
hand-orafting of guitars and violins.
This is --yhere
they gather in conversation each year to judge eac^h oth
er's work and yarn about one of the world's most demand
T'/ha.t

ing skills

Generally they are older men x^ho make critical
judgements on tone quality, playability, internal and
external constructions materials, finish and overall ap
pearance o
In this year's (1976) competition at the International Violin and Guitar Makers Association, with 185
entries, the grand champion was Ashtabula's 32-.year-old
Donald D, Banzer, young enough to pass for a grand
son of some of the veteran craftsmen.
In his humidity- con trolled basement workshop he se
questers himself with exotic woods which he saws and
shapes with his one hand-made tools. Pine from Spain,
ebony
rosewood from Brazil, mahogany from H-induras
from'Africa and a special hand-rubbed finish all play
important roles in the "fenusual tonal quality of his instruments „
,

^

student of Dr, Jorge Morel, Banzer was a
soloist for several years and taught guitar in
Asht^bulr., Painesville, and Cleveland area for 10

A former
guitar
the

years

"
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Banzer operates a music store adjacent to his home
and v/orkshop, but no longer has time for teaching because as he says: "Making guitars is a full time job,
Uobody's
entire Job, from start to finish,
I do the
hands t ouch them but mine
,

.

— o ^
Unlike many craftsmen Banzer likes to start from
scratch rather than buy" wood pre-outtb specific sizes.
Raw Lumber is cut to the desired thickness on a big
handsaw. Then the wood is boiled in soap and water for
two or three days to remove the oils, pitch and tar before being bent on a very hot mold until dry. He believes the boiling process is a factor in achieving bet
ter acoustic qualities,
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Contrasted to factory-made models using one solid
piece of wood as the neck, Banzer 's begin as two pieces
glued together with a strip of holly wood between them.
Banzer says this provides greater strength, adds to the
appearance.
He abhors the growing use of plastics in factory
"Plastic is a terrible conor production line models:
ductor of sound. And it looks so cheap."

His guitars begin at $1200, The next four to come
from his shop have already been sold,

Z O Z
"I have no intention of ever going into a large
scale operation. I just want to make the finest guitars
possible and this can't be achieved on a production baAnd I try to make each one better than the presis.
vious one. The nice thing about making guitars for people who really appreciate quality is the fact that you
can almost tailor make an instrument- to their specific
tastes in the decorative areao"

(From an article in Cleveland Plain Dealer sent us by
Mr, &'Mrs. Joe Hritz,)
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JACK HAMILTON

Extracted from my maternal grand-father's pocket ballroom giiide signed and dated by him "Henry Hawkins 1835"
I estimate original publication to have been some twenty years ea.rlier. The Guide is entitled:
5

Dancing by H.D. Willock, Teacher of DanRevised Edition containing tne latest
and most fashionable dances. Published by John Camdron,
Glasgow, i^om F. Pitman, 20 Paternoster Row, London."
"A Manual of

cing, Glasgow.

INTROLUCTION

Dancing is now an acknowledged branch of a liberal
education. It imparts a graceful mien and becoming addhealthful as it is pleasant,
ress .
It is an exercise
and useful as it is ornamental. It has been recommended
by the most eminent medical men. No exercise or recreation (in their opinion) serving the purpose of developing, in fair proportions, the muscular and nervous ener
gies half so beneficially as dancing.
intended by reading this book that you
It is not
will thereby become accomplished dancers. Many bodk-makers by their efforts to make their v/orks saleable,
promise many extravagances, as, for example, how to do
In nothing (perhaps)
this or that without a Master.
5
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coTild there be a greater mistake than in the art of dan
cing, yet, strange to say, there is none in which so
many attempts are made to dispense with a teacher, Th-uB
many, in the most cltmisy and undignified manner, with

aid of a hook, will attempt to find their way
through a Q;uadrille, jostling and inconveniencing every
It is painfiil to contemplate the enone arotmd them.
tree of these parties into the society of the accomplished. They there become the special objects of sympathy,
every one being kept in a state of excitement by their
awkwardness,, In contrast wi^l;.^thi9,^thQ dra^xtngro.om or
assembly shoiald exhibit the ne- plus --ultra of elegance
The least deviation from grace,
and fashionable ease.
the least want of polite attention, is there remarked
and laid open to ridicule, I cannot, therefore, do better than recommend my readers to f>lace themselves under
teacher, and with the aid
the care of any respectable
of this little work, one season's training will do more
to further their progress in this delightful accomplish
ment that a life-time's study and practice without a
Master,
_
the

impossible, within the space allotted for
It is
code of the
this book, to attempt giving a complete
I will, therefore,
laws which regulate good society.
not enter upon the subject, but will content myself by
simply reminding my readers that in all things a sensitive regard for the feelings of others is the essence
of true politeness,

REMARES ON Q.UADRILLE DMGING
The different classes of society have each their
own peculiar style of dancing.

Allow me to

divide

the

dancing

community

into

2^
three sections.
The first I will notice is composed of
those who enter with great vigoxiT and energy into their
dancingj introd-jce a great variety of steps, tiirn their
ladies like a tee totem, swing their partners to the imminent da'iger of their necks, and introduce so many inGoxith attitudes, that is is
positively dangerous to
dance in the same set, or to be near the set in which
they dance. In contrast to the foregoing is the dancing
of the
Upper Ten as they have he en designated.
We
there find, especially among young men (the middle aged
are models of neatness, grace and elegance), a languid
affectation of ease, a perfect indifference to the proper performance, or the time of commencing the figures,
an entire listlessness , if I may be allowed the expression, that can only be understood by supposing that the
objects of my remarks had been hanging en a clothesline
in the wet for a fortnight before,
5,
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The characteristic of the first is a
dance of health and spirits, of the second
and indifference.

superabunexhaustion

It is quite understood that dancing assemblies may
conveniently enough afford a proper opportunity for con
versation and social intercourse; but, while admitting
the
greatest latitude for this, it is surely unseemly
and disrespectful to those engaged in a quadrille, for
any one by inattention to hinder its proper performance.
Many seem to think, that it is undignified and ungentle
manly to show that they have the slightest acquaintance
sensible people
with the figures,
I think, and most
such
those
that
in
a state of mind
will agree with me,

should really absent themselves , and not insult intelli
gent ladies and gentlemen v/ho are above such mawkishness.
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Let us now approach a more agreeable subject and
consider what, for want of a better name, we will call
the middle class. Theirs is the best style of dancing.
Vigorous without rudeness or display, easy and graceful
without being languid, they enjoy all the opportunities
for conversation and social intercourse without interfering with the enjoyment of others, and feel that it
is not beneath their dignity to do
properly what, by
implication, they have undertaken to do.

SFSGIAL NOTICE
Just received from England, a package of the LP Souther
nors Plus Two Play Ralph Page . oFor aocopy by raturn
mail send check or money order for $7-50 to; Ralph Page,
117 Washington St. Eeene, N.H. 03^31

Bluegrass, i'olk, Fiddle, Mandolin Records by
mail. Send $0.25^ for catalog listing albums available. Poca River Music Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 267, Dayton, Ohio, ^5^20

For a co&iplete schedule of MIH/ZEEK SUMMER DMCES - English Country; ITew England squares & contras write to:
CDS - mWFk Office 57 Roseland St. Somerville, Mass,
021^3. Location is the Brimmer & May School Gym. Middle
sex Road one block north of Route 9 at the Brookline IJewton, Mass. Line, Adjacent to the MBTi stop at Chestnut Hill.
Do your friend a favor. Send him/her a gift siinscritJlon
to HORTHERU JIMEBT. $^.50 for the next 10 issues. Send
to Ralph Page, 117 Washington St, Eeene, Ef.H. 03^31
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ROAD TO BOSTCB
'-Maggie Brown's Ikvorite

Suita"ble music:
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The Dance

Couples 1, 3. 5* etc active
Cross over "before dance starts

Balance and swing the one "below
Take this lady, half promenade across
Half right and left "back home
ilctive couples down the center with partner
Separate up the outside to place
Actives do si do partners
,

Do si do the one iDelow

<»J

w

Hsritr,go Itencos of larly America - ^5 .50

by Halife

Pa^

The Ooimtry Drmoo Book - $5 '50

by Seth

Tolaoji

<^^^

Ralph

P?ige,

reissue of 1937 original

A Choice Selection of American Coiin try
HeToliitionary Ura • i3eOO

Itences Of The

- $1.50
Moody

Sv/ing Bolow

by

M

Hs,lxJi Page Book Of Contra Deuces - $2.00
by Halph Page - 22 dances plus sm^ic

The

Square Dances J^om A Yanfee Caller »s Clipboard • $5.00
by Lotiise Winston & Had Linnell
COMPL^ITS YODR FILl OF HORTHiilM JWKSTl
yjQ have mejiy of the back issues

Yol, 1 thr-a Yol, 6 ® $1.00
Volo 7 to date @ $0.75^

Order any of the above material postpaid from:

Ralph Page, 117 lilHshington St, Keene,

lir,H,

03^31

SPUCI4L
1 copy each of HmiTAG'3 DAHC15S OF ^HLY AMmiCA and
TH^ COIMIERY D^TCS BOOK, auto^'Taphed, to the same address
$10.00 - You save $loOOJl

JDSTARRITeiD FROM IHGUm). IP Southerners Plus
Ralph Page - $7«50 each postpaid.

T'/za

Play

•

Copios of old rocim "books, the privately printed ones
together "by I^idies' Aid Grouisj, He"beckahs, or
Chiirches 83 Qrang:es, AND old danco c« festival prograais.
Convention Prograes. DonH throw them aws.v^ Send them
ro me*
I eolleet them as part of a research project
AIS^, ai?.y old-time dance music for violin or full orchestratienSo Dance mTisic only a please. Send to:
^;g.thered

Ralph Page
117 Washington St*
Feenep UoH.

03^3,1,

Ccnny Taylor* 62 Fottler Ave* Lexinf^ton, Mass, announces a nexf POLr DJiIC5J HUCOHD C^IT^m. Jor more complete
information call him at VO 2 - 71^

DO

YOm

fRIHiID

A PATORi Send him/her a subscription to

Only $^.50 for 10 issues in U.S. CanUcSo Possessions, $6,00 foreign. A Dance Ma^zine That is Doffetent!

ITORl-HilBT

ada

JIJI^TIC^ffi.

<?<;

The Canadian Polk Dance Record Service carries a full
line of "DAITCS I3EAI2Ii»» LP, Also Bert lilverett's hfcok TRADITIOblAL Ciy^ADIAN DAI CSS, Write for listings.
185 Sps^dinaAveo Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada

FOLK DAjNC£ CAA\P
at

THHl

IM

September

AT SAST HILL FASM, TROY, HcH,

6-11,

1977

-

WITH
ADA. DZIJD¥AKrO?;sm

GOEM

- Polish Dances

TkTLCB. - General Folk Dances

DICE imm. -

Sq.iiares

EALPH PAGE - Contras & Lancers

$98 per person for the full session* It inoliides IfoH»
room & meal tax. Room on premises, 3 meals a day, plus
snacks,, sport facilities, arts & crafts, Itejice instrac
tion & evening parties,
reservation, plus a $15 deposit for each person,
should be sent and made ps^yahle to ADfi. PAGH, 117 Washington St, leenej ¥,H, 03^31.

Yo-or

This is one of the great folMance camps on the Sast
Coasts
Opens with Bup«pej?-« 6?30 p.m. Tuesday, September 6 and closes with the noon meal, Sxmday, September

nth.
Further info3?mation by ^^n-iting to:
ADfi.

PACrl!,

117 Washington St. Keene, N,H, 03^31

POLK DAMCS TOUR
3 ^/USIS - AUGUS!!?
SliiPTSMBSa 1,

Incltides R2 ITG

U

197^7

TO
- $888

mum]

AIR mt

TIPS, mXSS, ITC.

Fully escorted to"ur thru four
coTintries, Accomodations are
all 1st cl. hotels and a. 250
year-old mansion. Our contra,
folk, and sq-uare dancing, as
I'jell as oiar workshops and
ceilidh, is with the local
folk and vrith live music In
each country.

BQim

INCLUIiHIS

^2 plus meals
Guided sightseeings
Yarioxis leaders and
teachers throughout,

A Visit To Cecil Sharp House, membership in BPDS
Society, much more.
3 under /graduate credits available
IRS tax deducion possible
^5 members
Contact: ART PATAKT, 95-6? ll^th St. Richmond Hill,
Hew York, Il4l9' (212) ¥^1-^566

mM
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siiES Slim

Suggested miisic: "Maple Sugar" or similar Canadian time
Intro; Break; Ending - your choice

Head two couples forward and back
Forward again and right and left thru
Separate, lady goes right, man goes left
By your original corner stand
Lines of four go forward and "back
Side couples right hand star in center of the set to
Turn corners "by the left hand around - then
Head couples right hand star in the center of the set
^llemande left your corners
Grand right and left. Promenade your partner home.
Break: Then repeat dance with side couples starting.

recdntly spent a week in Washington, D.Co doing some
research in the Library of Congress. I came up v/ith over 40 interesting quadrille figures circa 1870 - 1880,
They are too nice to remain buried any longer and I will
try some of them out this summer at camps, weekends and
workshops. The biggest problem will be to find suitable
recorded music for them. There is a remarkable dearth
of recorded quadrille music available for today's caller. Oh sure, you can dance them to any 32-measure tune,
but the figures Just don't seem to fit. Like trying to
do a Scottish dance to G-reek music # Do you know v;hat I
am talking about? If you donH - forget it I R.P.
I

If you are having difficulty with doing something do it
the V7ay your wife told you to do it in the first place.

28
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SAN JXIM

A Paso Doble, taught by He Ida

Drxiry at Maine

Camp

Music: "la Cacahuata" Peerless SCO 3^7
Formation:

Couples in ballroom position.

Part 1: (Man) (a) Step to left side with L ft. Stamp R
beside L. Repeat to R with R ft,
(b) Crapevihe: Side L, front R, side L,

back R.
(c) Release partner, turn away from partner with ^ walking steps. IRIR (Describe a small
circle in place. Do !IOT progress in this step).
(d) Repeat "a"
(e) In ballroom position pivot around
with partner to finish with man facing line of
direction, CCL, Pivot is done to R, CCL.
Throughout the dance the woman does same steps but she
starts on opposite foot. In part "c" she turns away from
partner dexcribing a small circle to her right.

Part

2:

Closed ballroom position. Lady factng CW man CCL

Man: Walk forward ^V steps LRIR. 2 side steps
to L (Left, close R, Lect, close R) Walk forward ^
steps LRIE, Pivot 3 steps LRIR, turning to R, finish
with man's back to center. 2 side steps (left, close R,
Left, close R) Grapevine step. (Side L, front R, side L,
back R). Step side L. Step R across L and keeping weight
on both feet, do a complete turn to L, pulling girl around as you turn. Girl takes small walking steps around
man in this turn It is ij- around. At end of dance, lady
turns to R under her R arm, man's L and bows.
Sequence: Pairt 1, hestiation, part 2, part 1, prt 2,prt
1 hestiation prt 2, prt 1, prt 2, prt 2, Ending,

2i
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THE MTiaiAL MUSIC OF IMERICA., Louis C,
Sis on. 338 pp. Frontispiece; Preface; Analytical Ta'Dle of Contents; 21 Illustrations; Footnotes; Appendix; Index, Repao
lished "by Gale Research Co* Detroit, 197^.
L,C. Card Ho, 70-15950. $15.00
This is a standard work first published "by L.C. Page &
Company, Boston, I9II, The price is high for a reprint
hut if you are seriously interested in the music of America this hook helongs in your library.

Extensive coverage is given to the origins of American
music, including Puritan music, the Bay Psalm-book, beginnings of secular music in !Iew England. Several chapof the impcrtant'American
ters are devoted to some
songs, such as "Yankee Doodle", "Hail Columbia" etc.
also to categories such as sea-songs, songs of the Civil War, folk songs, Southern Plantation music, etc.
Where conflicting traditions exist, the author presents
both sides of the question without prejudice,
THE STORY KSY TO GEOGRAPHIC NAMES. Oscar Dedrich von
Engels & Jane McEelway Urquhart, 279 PP. Preface, Bibliography; 36-column Index of Names and Terms; Index of
Republished by Gale Research Co. Detroit,
Subjects,
1976. L.C. Card No. 7^-13855. $15.00,
There is a lot more history than folklore in this book.
But, the line between history and folklore is a very
fine line indeed. This book should prove invaluable to
geography teachers as well as to young students of that
subject. It just might whet their interest and persuade
them to further their studies in the subject. The book
is based on the principle that the association of ideas
is the best aid to memory.
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PEOPLE'S JOLK DMGB DIRECTORY Edited by Susan Hovorka &
John Steele. P„0, Box 8575, Austin, Texas, 78712. $1,25,
This is an excellent directory of folk dance groups and
leaders thrc-ughout the U.S. and Canada. Anyone who has
tried to prepare such a list for jtist one state knows
the enormous amount of painstaking labor it took to pre
pare a work of this kind. Many times it is a thankless
task because groups and leaders simply will not answer
Perhaps this directory will
a request for information.
inspite the "too busy" leaders to answer their next request. I hope the editors sell a thousand copies,
IVHEEIHG- & DEALINa

I'JITH NURSING HOME RESIDENTS. A HandActivity Directors and Volunteers Interestedd
in Bringing Happiness To Others, by Mary Ilynn Jenkins.
Published by American Squaredance Magazine, P.O. Box
788, Sandusky, Ohio, 44870. $2.00

book

i'or

This is an excellent booklet and God bless Mary Jenkins
for doing it. Just because one is confined to a wheelchair doesn't me^n that one cannot enjoy doing sqi:Lar9
dances and this handbook proves it,

Mary says "This handbook has been written with the sincere hope that it will inspire, encourage and help many
activities directors in Nursing Homes and Homes for the
Aged, volunteers, and these interested in bringing joy
and happiness to the residents of these facilities." It
certainly will do just that.

All profits from this publication will be donated to St.
John's Children's Home (a home for mentally and physically handicapped children) in Carrolton, Ohio.
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THE COiyiPLSTE BOOK OF SQUARE DMCIITG (MD ROIMD DMCING)
Betty Casey. 192 pp. Index, Pictures and Diagrams,
Eoreword. Intr eduction. Doubleday & Co. InCo Garden City
N.Y. 1976. L.C. Noo 75-^0781. $12.50.
"by

excellent book for the devotees of modern
As well as for the leaders
clulD-style square dancing.
Despite its name it is
and would-"be callers of sameo
NOT a complete book on the subject. It IS an excellent
introduction to modern square dancingo
This is an

Eighty- five Mainstream Movements with calls are described, diagrammed and photographedo Chapter 3 contains 15
more or less traditional v/estern square dance figures.
Chapter k is devoted to round and contra dancing; round
symbols
dance terms, definitions, stei« ^^id figures,
four
for
descriptions
and abbreviations as veil as goodtv/o)
con
teen modern round dances; plus two (count 'em,
tras
Chapter 6 tells you about clubs classes, costs,
and camaraderie. A good bibliography and two pages on
square d-ancing for youth and children completes the
,

5

book,

told you what I like about the book it is
you what I don't like about it, Let^s
fair
to
tell
only
start with the name:
The
Complete Book of Square DanRound
Dancing).
For months I've thought that
cing (and
this v/as the publisher's idea - and what do publishers
know about square dancing? A very conservative estimate
tells u5 that there are between 1500 and 2000 so-called
"basic" figures of square dancing.
The book describes
of
the
have
a chance of surthem.
believe
that
85
I
85
vival for a few years, but complete? You decide I

E'ow that I've

By the same token there are hundreds of round dances
being danced at square dance clubs all over the worlds
True, the fourteen round dances given here are represen
tative of the movement, but complete? Forget it One of
is not even mentioned
the nicest
"Tips of My Fingers"
yet it has been high on the "Top Ten List" for nearly
two years o
"Neapolitan Nights" is mentioned cnlyp
I

One of my iDiggest gripes is the use of children photographed dancing traditional figures in the "lest They
This is NOT the way to
Be Lost", section of the hook.
sell traditional dancing; it will set up blocks in the
minds of the people reading the hook and cause them to
think that only children do traditional dances Two contras, "Virginia Reel" and "Slaunch To Donegal" make up
the "Selected Gontras" section. The first is so selective that it is seldom if ever danced in "Contra Country".
,

Reading "The Complete Book of Square Dancing (and Round
Dancing)" I got the idea that nobody east of the Mississippi River ever did square, round or contra dances, I
wonder what we were dancing all those years before Texas
and California v/ere settled?

KrCOKD
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TOUR DE DAIVTSS TOUR DB VALSES LonPlayed by Andre DeJarlis
don MB 73. Playe<
e t s on Ensemble .
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Ten beautiful waltzes played French-Canadian style by an
This LP belongs in the case of ev
excellent orchestra.
ery folk dance leader and square dance callers who do a
lot of workshop dates or one-night stands.
There is nobetween
s6ts
"relaxer"
than
better
for
a
a wellthing
played waltz. Highly recommended,

JEAN CARIGNAM PAYS HOMAGE TO 30SEPH ALLARD. Philo Record
Co. FL 2012. N, Eerrisburg, Vt. 05473,

listening music of l6 tunes credited in origin
This is
to the great Joseph Allard who was one of the greatest
M. Allard is fast becoming a
of all Canadian fiddlers.
circles.
No
one can do better justice
fiddling
legend in
who is acknowledged by
Carignan
Jean
than
his
music
to
all as the world's greatest living fiddler. Highly recommendeds
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THE MIMESOTA SCAMDIM?IM ENSEMBLE plays ScandinavianAmerican Old Time Times, Banjar LP-BF.-1828 SGANCTAYIAU-AMEHICAN I'OLK mwCS MUSIC, Volo 1, Banjar lP-BR-1825.
SCA.¥DBTAVIAIT-AM3RICAiT FOLK D^.1TCE MUSIC. Vol, 2. IP-BRAll three prod-aced l»y Banjar Records, Inc. Box
1830 o
3216^= 7^^0 University Ave. IT^B. Minneapolis, Minnesota
55^32, Each $6o75 postpaid in UoS, & Canada.
.

Each of these three LPs is v/ell worth owning. Times
from Norway and Sweden pins several from Minnesota and
Wisconsin that have never hefore "been recorded. Waltzes,
polkas schottisches played in true Scandinavian-American style. Highly recommended,
J

KITCHBIT JUKTEET,

I^etless IR200A WcO, calls; ER200B w,c.

Alcazar Productions, The Barn, No iterrisburg, 7t. 05^73
$6.50,
The hest sqiiare dance LP of the year]
The revival in the use of live music for square dancing
lew England and is slowly spreading across the
"ElUKEE INGENUITY" is one of the excellent
country.
bands now providing delightful airs for traditionalstyle New England square and contra dances. Here, in
"laTGHEN JUNKET", you will find the kind of music that
is being heard all over the Northeast at square dances
several times a week. It is music with a strong flavor
of Irish, Scottish, English andj especially, French-Canadian. It is the kind of music that has a strong deter
gent action on gloom and depression, the kind that defies you to sit still,
From the first eight bars you
are moved to dance, or tap your feet. Even if you have
little use for music later than Mozart or earlier than
John Lennon, you will find it hard to resist Yankee In-

"began in

genuity's happy message.

The tunes on this IP are recorded for dancing instead
of just listening.
Each cut is long enough for a comfigure. Better yet, the music is
plete' square dance

I

34
useable for contra dancing toOo
It is
music that
thumlDS it nose at modernized, sophisticated, and synthto
etic modern square dance eYolutions and returns
the exuberant rhythms of traditional New England dan
drawing throngs rof ryoung
ces and dancing. .. .that is
people who may not know a traditional tune from an
ice-cream cone, hut do know friendly gaiety when they
hear it and recognize music that promises a good time
"for as many as will".
one
The LP with calls is excellent too. Tony Parke s is
of the good young callers of New England happily specializing in traditional-style calls and dances. His call
ing is "right on the button" every time; no slipped phra
sing here or calling off beat. It is traditional-style
calling at its best,.

The one that's being
My favorite tune recorded here?
played at the moment'. That is sort of ducking the issue
so let me say that it is a toss-up between "There Came
"Faity Toddler". "Wood chopper's Reel"
A, Young Man" and
and "Mouth of the Tobique" rank right up there too. Oh
How can you have a favorite
hell, I like them all'.
Highly
amongst this outstanding collection of tunes?
recoiranended,

MAINE FOLK DANGB CAMP DATES

July 2 - July 8
July 9 - July 15
July l6 - July 22

August 20 - 26
August 2? - September 2
Labor Lay I'/eekend Sept. 2-5

Further information by writing Maine Folk Dance
Camp, Box 100, Bridgton, Maine, 04009. or phone:
207-6iJ'7-3424

Many of us would enjoy the day more if it didn't start
so early
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QUOTrS fXCM

An ordinance from Oliver Cromxvell

'

'^•

dated 163I prohibits all persons "commonly called

fiddlers'* or minstrels from playing, fiddling or making
music in any inn, alehouse or tavern and also from "pro
ffering themselves, or entreating anyone to hear them

play or make music."

The Moralist "by Ov/en Sfeltham, in his "Resolves" of
1631, also touches on the subject. His remarks are: "It
is a kind of disparagement to be a cunning fiddler.
It
proves neglect of better employment and that he has
spent much time upon a thing unnecessary. Hence it has
been counted ill for great ones to play like an arted
musician."

Then Westminster Magazine in 1775 » ran an article
entitled "Fiddling Defended", which may really have a
truthful thoughts It runs thus: "Some people are unreasonably severe against fiddlers, but surely there is no
absurdity in attracting the "eyes of the fair" in displaying a white hand, a ring, a ruffle or sleeve to adI'Jho can blame a
performer who is successful
irantage »
enough to fiddle himself into a good fortune, Ir/hatever
the rigid and austere may think, the approbation of the
ladies is no amall spur to proficiency in mjisic as well
as in many other sciences.
It is highly probable that
Achilles would not have strummed his harp with eo much
glee if the ears of Deidemia and Brifeis had not been
tickled by it,
From "FIDDLER »S ITSIi/S", January, 1971)
(
If we .could see ourselves as others see us, we'd proba*!,
biy never forgive them.
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12/1^/88 Odd JTellows Grand Ball. Canton Ashuelot, lOOF,
will hold their next assembly December 20, in Odd I'ellows Hall.
It is intended to close the assemblies by a
grand ball and a concert in a short time. Music will be
furnished by the Lynn brass band of Lynn, Mass, The
high reputation this band gained at the Canton's concert given at the Armory in September is a sure guarantee that there will be no empty seats, if any
standing
room, and their grand ball and concerta

Marlboro:- Torrent Engine Co. No. 2 ball and entertainment took place at the Town hall last Tuesday evening,
leene
orchestra furnished music for the dances vjhich
An oyster supper was served upstairs.
'j?as excellent.
The attendance was large ^
12/31/88 Troy?- The dance at the Tovm Hall last Friday
night was attended by about 30 couples, Haskell's Orchestra furnished music.
12/28/88 Local News J- The next in the series of conEeene brass band will occur at
certs and balls of the
City Hall this evening, A.H. Stockbridge of Boston, vio
lincello soloist vjill be heard on thie occasion* Mr,
Stockbridge is well known to Keene audiences and will

attract many cf his admirers in this city to
the concert this e^eningo

doTilbtless

Las*; Wednesday evening the private "ball at t!ie Armory bro'jght together a "brilliant companyo The ZeeaQ
orchestra supplied the nrusic and gave a concert in the
early part of the evening. Many beautiftil costmnes were
noted, and the affair siirpassed anything of the kisd
that has been given this seasono

ITroy;- H."!]3o Soodrich of the Monadnock Hotels will give
a grand lew Year's ball TTiesday evening. Music will be
provided by the Teene Quadrille band. It is expected
this will be the event of the season*

Gilsum:- Forefather's Day was observed here by a grand
ball at Jshuelot House. Pratt's orchestra of six pieces
furnishing music to the satisfaction of about forty cou
pies.
Although a runaway team caused the delay of one
couple by a furious dog springing at the horse »3 ...head
v/hen they started onto
Lucky for them no one was hurt
were
ia their alighting, but the bug^ and harness
scattered in pieces for half a mile, when the horse put
into a deserted shed and vjas found in the morning*
.

1/^/89 Troy:- H.E. Goodrich's Hev; Year's ball was a sue
cess being attended by about 75 couples. The supper at
the Monadnock hotel was one of Homer's best,

I&rlow:- The Colonel scored another Sxiccaaa with his
New Year's ballo
Nearly 80 couples being present and
all pronounced it one of the best parties of the season.
The music was by the Beene orchestra 3 6 pieces.
At about 11 o'clock the company sat down to one of Mrs.
Pett's famous suppers consisting of the following menu:
Oysters, raw and cooked; fresh lobsters, turfey, chicken and cold tongue J pies, meat, lemon and cresjn; cake,
fig, orange, chocolate, fruit, citrcuj bride, cocoanut,
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Dolly Yarden; desserb, apples, oranges, grapss, ice
craam ?.nd confectionar^o 'lea, Coffee, Parties were present from Lempcter, Acworth, Alstead, Siirry, GilSTzn and
iintrim.

1/11/89 Local News:- The concert and dance of the Zeene
BracB Band v;as 5 as TiSTial, Wc;ll attended last. Saturday
evening.
Every ntim'ber on the concert was a solo. Encores were frequent, and the soloists were all v/ell re
ceivede
j&hout 100 couples enjoyed the evening's dance
after the concerto 'The next of the series will occur to
morrow evening*
Two select assemblies will shortly "be given "by the
Eeene Light Guard.
The dates are fixed at Friday, Jan.
25, and Wednesday, I'ebe 6. Giles Taintor, Fred Mms and
John Colony constitute a committee in charge of the ar-

rangements

,

1/18/89 Local lews:- The Keene Orchestral Society reS'
pecbfiiMy oeg to ann&unce that they will give a grand
concert in City Hall Wednesday, Feb, 13, after which a
dance will take place and continue till 12 o'clock, l;dmission s:'.ne as brass band concerts. For further patric
ulars see bills.

Pop Concert:- More people than ever attended the 'last
Saturday night concert and dance given by the Zeene
Brass Band. The orchestra have won for themselves many
admirers by their excellent showing thus far. It is an
organization that any city might well feel proud of.
And what set of dances for so low a figure has furnished so large an orchestra as this present - from eight
to fifteen men in the dance orchestra? Any one who never danced ought to be able to trip to such music.
c

a

Q

2/1/89 Two Society Events:-

a

o

The first of the tw&lballs
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to be given "by the !fesne Light Guard Battalion occurred
at the Armory last Friday evening. The Eeene Orchestra
gave a very enjoyable concert in the early part of the
evening, including a clarinet solo by Burt Cass, Fortyone couples
occupied the floor » Members of the battalion and Patriarchs Militant 9 the latter being invited
guests s appeared in full uniform» Among the ladies many
beautiful costumes were noticed, and the general effect
was pleasing and brilliant. Supper was served during
the evening^

z o z
At City Hall last Wednesday evening one of the lar
gest and most enjoyable balls of the season was given
by Canton Ashuelot No, 11 of this city. The Lynn Brass
Band gave a concert which v/as greatly enjoyed by the
large number present. Many of the gentlemen appeared in
uniform and the ladies' costumes were elegant and beautiful. The members of the Canton had reason to be proud
of the entertainment they provided on so generous a
scale for their guests,

Swanzey:- Additions to the articles in Antiquarian Hall
They have the organ that
are being added every week.
was played on years ago by Morey A, Thompson in the Orthodox Church; also the big fiddle played upon by Samuel Rockvjood, They ought to have the little fiddle that
was used by Edwin Read, and the flute by lilaekiel Lane
to go v/ith them?,

Winchester:-. A number of Masons and their friends atten
ded the ball at Hinsdale, Wednesday evening and report
a fine time, everything being done by the Hinsdale people to make the party successful,

D

o

[j

o

D

2/8/89 Svjanzey:- There were 75 couples at the party giv
en by the P,I,Q,,club at the Town Hall last week Thurs-

,

^0

day night

The music "by the Automath Orchestra of West
first class, and prompter Hines of Brattleboro spoke for himself. It would be a grand idea if the
ladies (?) who took a quantity of artificial flowers
from one of the dressing rooms at the Central House on
the night of the dance, to take a few lessons in propri
ety before they again appear in publicc
o

Svjranzey was

Troy:- There is to be a dance at the Town Hall tonight
(Friday). There has been a great improvement in the muthese dances, which occur once in two weeks of
sic at
late

Surry:- Invitations are pat for a grand ball at Ordways
hall, Jfeb. 22. Maynard & Wheeler's orchestra furnish mu
sic.

2/15/89 The "Big Six" Ball. The social event of the sea
son will be the concert and ball to be given by the Big
Eia.bfli'at0
Six at the Armory, next Wednesday evening,
preparations will be made and the efforts of the managers indicate that the evening will be the most enjoyable of the season to lovers of music and festivity. The
c§.lled by
hall is lighted by electricity, and can be
expressly
the
building
for
telephone l6-2, placed in
Brigade
of
Boston
furBand
will
this occasion. Brown's
nish music. Balcony tickets will go on sale at the drug
store of Ic(st Dort & Co. Monday morning.
"

•

It's even
It's really tough when you make a mistake.
tougher when you discover that you're so unimportant
that no one noticed it.

Invest your money in taxes. They're bound to go up.
One good turn gets most of the blanket.

Rich is when you can laugh all the way to the
and all the way back from the super-market.

bank -
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As a rule when a bimch of women get together, after they've dealt with the matter of who's to "be the
next president, and the horrible way the government
wastes money - - - - (For instance, in the postal department. Get a womanaging that and we'd soon cut down the costs so
we coiild go back to the one cent postcard; we'd get rid
of J-unk mail, take off the pay roll men who aren't work
ing, do away with seniority and pat the best men on de
livery.
Well, I don't want the Job but you could find
plenty of women - -)

man

;

Anyway, it doesn't take a bunch of v/omen long in
their gabbing to gravitate to matters of cooking, cleaa
ing and shortcuts in their work.

And recently a bunch of us got to reminiscing on.
the awful old v/ays of cleaning; vjork that used to tal^
a whole day to do we now do in an hour.
Since some of these women were considerably younger than I, I was surprised that by their time things
weren't more modernized.
For one woman said that her mother, before, the
days of vacuum cleaners, used to sprinkle her carpeUs
sweeping, then wet the broom to sweep
vjith salt before
She said tie carpet always looked beautifully
it up.
fresh 'n clean.

I don't remem"ber that. But I do recall that in cnir
hotel the' chamhermaids sprinkled sweeping powder over
the carpets before
going after them with a broonic. The
powder, being damp, kept down the dust, M broom 'n dust
pan in those days were a woman's trademark. The badge
of her profession.

Z

i

cleaners eventually came into "being
was
of
my city-sisters vjho were cleaning
I
their floor electrically while I, on a farm with no
electricity, we still tied to broom and carper sweeper.
"When vaccutim

how envious

Another v;oman spoke of a scouring brick her mother
had for cleaning pots andnpans. She'd scrape the brick
resultant powder would serve as
v;ith a knife and the
does our Ajaz or Comet powders today.
The brick stood
always on one end of the sink with a knife beside it.

T

p-

~

Another gadget my mother had, in place of today's
variation of scouring pads, was a series of small steel
While
rings all hitched together, square in shape.
these did the job, they were a long way from touching
today's more efficient cleaners,

TOT
Then one of us mentioned recently seeing at a flea
market an old-fashioned carpet beater and the woman she
Well, I certainly
was with didn't know what it was.
would have known, the many times I've used one. It^^ a
fan-like arrangement of strong wires hitched to a wooden handle, used to beat the life out of a rug or carpet
—in house cleaning time hanging on a line.

—

Any one who didn't have a carpet beater used some
strong green switches cut from the nearest tree. They
were used mainly when we had wall-to-wall carpeting.

„

^3

(You think that is a today* s invention?). Only oiir cairpets were tacked firmly down all around the room and
had to be removed tack by taok and replaced in the same
laborious manner

House cleaning back then was such a pandemonium
that every man who possibly could escaped during "House
cleaning week" as v/e spoke of it.
For a week at least
was the time it took.

Instead of doing one room at a time, the entire
house -underwent an upheaval. Curtains were taken down
'n laundered and as most curtains v;ere fluffed, the iro
ning was prodigious . Carpets were yanked up and dragged
out to the
line to be beaten and the
dust that rose
from them could almost choke you. Occasionally we would
take a recalcitrant pre-teenaged son out to the line,
hand him the beater and tell him to go to it J

Mattresses were carted out to the lawn for beating,
blankets, bedding, clothes were hung on the line for
airing. Dishes pulled out of the cupboardsrand washed,
pictures taken down off the walls, walls papered, woodwork painted.

Ad many ^women did this job themselves, the task
took longer. As the dining tabje was covered with knick
knacks to be washed, meals were eaten on kitchen or
card tables.

It was a horrible week for all concerned. Women,
long skirts pinned up around their waists, a towel pinned around their heads, rushed around like crasy, Tou
couldn't even speak to them vjithout touching the end of

c

if4

a sensitive nerve and sending them into a tirade.
thoTigh the
But, believe it or net,
whole family
might he a mass of aches and pains at its end, the
house itself emerged as bright 'n shining as a fseshly
could come home
cut diamond, and the man of the house
and rest in peace
^

w

- -/

Soap hack then left much to be desired. Uaptha,
A rough-hawn,
was the kind I used when first married.
ugly brown bar of irregular shape, I bought It by the
case. It was like a country cousin to the more aristocratic P&G to which I eventually switched. Both got my
clothes beautifully clean, but faded them, P&G especially.

Materials then were not fade-proof as of today.
To keep them from fading, we'd soak articles in vinegar and salt which was supposed to set the color. We
even soaked new material, bought by the yard, then
ironed it before cutting it for a dress or whatever
we'd bought it for.

Another bad job of those days was kerosene lamps
to be filled daily, the wicks to be given a weekly
trimming and the glass chimneys cleaned,
Ho, I don't want to go back^
nice to sit back and talk about iti

But it's kind

of

Love thy neighbor - but look out for her husband.
The Scots didn't introduce the bagpipe - the Greeks did.
A psychologist is a man who, when a pretty girl walks
in the room, watches everybody else I

4jj

DO you
W
When the chiiTch tell tolled f or
\^
funei*als and v/eddings? An artifial
wreath, with "black ribbons was himg on the
door of a home when some one died and was left -until
the xtmeral? the operator on the telephone was called
"Central"? and iTory toile'S sets consisting of comb,
brush, hair receivers, powder boz, maniciire
tools were
coveted by all young ladies?
When switches made of hair were worn by ladies? Soms of
the ladies saved coaibings of their own hair and had
them made up, patting them on their head in back and
had a large topknot or biai?

When qnarsntine signs were always put up in the window
if you had the more serious contagious diseases and
none of your friends could come to see you during that
period? v/hen colorful "carousel" of fancy and brightly
colored buggy whips hung from the ceiling in the gener
al store? On the fancy covers on the spare tires, many
•'dtty sayings were used in advertising as
these were
ufiuelly given free to motorists?
The little girl dressed ready for bsd, carrying a light
sd candle with the slogan 'Tine To Hetire' which advertised a brand of tires? The "Blue Plate" special in res
taurssts, usually only 35^ fcr practically a meal? how
'napkin rings' were used at the table? Each member of
the family had his own ring. Many were silver and quite
These held your own napkin and you always
beautiful.
rolled it up and placed it in the ring at the close of
the meal?

The canvas bags carried by many morotists to hold water

^6
to
replenish a boiling radiator? the cart used ty the
man who carried the mail bags from the railroad depot
to the post office and to carry the
outgoing mail from
the post office to the depot?

The 'board*
sidewalks that made lots of noise when you
ran on them? It was fun to see who could be the loudest.
When some of the sayings were 'Whoopee i'
'Oh, Yeah?'
'So's your old man' 'How do you get that way?' and 'Hot
Dog'?
If you recall these,
be'

you're not as young as you used to

During a recent conference in Seattle for educators in
Scandinavian studies, entertainment was provided by some
of Skandia fiddlers: Bud and Laurie Johnson, Art Nation
t'ohn Sears, Shirley Storment, Members of the Swedish Ra
so
iio Broadsjasting Corporation who v/ere present v/ere
impressed that they asked to record them. Subsequently,
recordings v;ere made of the fiddlers and of the Skandia
lopell and these v/ill be broadcast in Sweden to show
how the old-time Swedish music still lives in far-off
Seattle

FAEED PHRASES
That's a toe-tepping tune; Litble pitchers have big
ears; She*G a caution; He's dead to the world; It's
»'ust a hoot and a holler from here, and I'm so hnugry
I could eat a horse*
lou're not the only pebble on the beach; Don't kid a
kidders kid; Wellj bust my britches; So whatl She's got
the giggles; He's a ding-dong daddy; He took a shine to
her, and It's nothinb to sneeze at.

He's rushing the growler; His jokes are old chestnuts;
They're thick as thieves; He left her in the lurch; He
put in his two cents ivorth and It's the berries
..
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Cnce bitten, twice shy. Busy as a hen
with one chicken, A boot on the other foot, I prefer
his room to his company. Run of the mill. Since Hector

was a pup.

He's his pa from the ground up. Barking up the v;rong
tree. It sticks out like a sore thumb. There's a place
for everything, and everything in its place. The Devil
take the hindmost.
That sticks in his crop. Not
He spoke out in Meetin'
nough to shake a stick at. You've hit the nail on the
head this time. He got it straight from the shoulder.
,

e-

Bring home the bacon. Like father like son. Heart whole
and fancy free. He's but a cat's paw. As bad as the Sev
en Year Itch. Pretty poor pickin's. The bitter end. Un
easy as a fish cut of water,

^^EATHER SIGNS

April should be wet - or never harvest yet,
A cold April brings bread and wine.
Thunder in April means a merry and fruitful year,
the death of wicked men,
April precedes a sad May.
May weather in March - March weather in May.
A May flood never did good.

A, fair

with

. .
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When it

snows

apple

blossoms it is time to plant the

c orn

A swarm of bees in May
Is

worth a load of hay (They'll make much hon

A swarm of bees in
Is

ey)

Jiine

worth a silver spoon (Uot worth as much as in
May)
A heavy dew brings a sminy day,
And just the weather to make good hay.

Cloudy June weather is
deep and strong.

good for corn. (The roots grow

A cold, wet, and gloomy May
Fills the farmer's barn with hay.

Near-forgotten sounds: The scissor grinder's bell, the
fish peddler's horn, the little German bands, and the
"Old clothes" buyer's chant.

On April Fool's Day, to be fooled by a pretty single
maiden signifies you will marry her; to lose one's temper on this day will bring you bad luck; if a wedding
occurs on April 1st, the woman will be the boss of the
family; and one having an April Fool's Day birthday
will be lucky in business but unlucky in speculation.

Some people are like

blisters.

They show up

when the

work is done,
What most people are looking for these days is less to
do, more time to do it in, and more pay for not getting
it done.

You're only young once. After that you just think
are

you

.
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The best Yankee cooks state
positively that the meat and potatoes used to make hash should alv7a,ys
he choppGd separately in a wooden
chopping "bowl, by hand, never pat
through the food grinder. A little
cream may be added to moisten.
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In Connecticut they call thick -Sour milk "loppered"
milk. In Massachusetts they refer to it as "clabbered"
milk.

In Colonial days Uew lilngland housewives often baked as
many as 10 or 12 pies at a time, ste^^cked them in- big
Jars and stored them in a shed where they's freeze .IVfeen
a pie was v/anted it was placed in the pie cupboard near
the fireplace chimney and thawed out.

Election cake is said to have originated in Hartford,
Conn, a century ago and was served to all who voted the
straight ticket. Raised cakes were also frequently made
around Thanksgiving,
They were proudly carried to
church suppers or bestowed on married daughters for the
holiday feast.
Caraway cookies are to Hew England butteries what orchids are to an evening dress, Poll of the flavor of June
fields, starred with daisies and washed with golden sun.
shine they cling to a man* s memory all the days of his
,

life
I'Jhen

the

price of food was high and bills

accumulated

and a widow v/ith debts wanted to marry again, New England (as well as ITev; York and Pennsylvania) had a custom known as the shift marriage. Such a marriage, performed according to law, with a woman dressed only in
her shift, was made to avoid hampering the new husband
with old debts, A favorite spot for many of these marriages was three miles from Kingston, R.I, where three
town lines meeto
"Small potaocea and fe'^ in a hill."
"He don*t know beans vjhen th' bag's untied."

In the olden days maple sugar was about the consistency
and color of brown sugar today and was the only sugar
daed by the early settlers.

The Puritan housewife baked her beans all day SatuMay,
served them fresh for the Saturday night meal (the beginning of Sabbath); warmed them over for Sunday breakfast, and served them cold or warm, depending on the
heating qualities of her over, for Sunday's noonday
lunch, providing she did not consider it necessary to
fast from breakfast until sundown on Sunday.
Of all the Puritan influences whuch fastened themselves
on New England, the Saturday night baked bean supper is
one of the most lasting and widespread in its effect on
other parts of the country. All religious significance
has been lost for many years, but the baked bean holds
popular favor in its own righto

The first local peaches were put on the market in Boston in 1823 for such as were able to pay 3 cents a dozen,

If you think old soldiers just fade away, try getting
into jour old army uniform.
It's surprising how little work it takes to keep some
people busy.

1
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Jor an exotic flavor baete your next horn
v;ith honey and soy sauce.
Stains will "be renoTred from aliiminum pans if
juice or vinegar is added to the cookinf! v^ater.
j

lemon

Por a more tangy salad, add a teaspoon of carraway
seeds before tossing it.
Two sprigs of tarragon, freshly chopped, add great
zest to spinach, mushroom and "bacon salad.

Paper stuck to a wood surface will come off if a few
drops of oil are allowed to soak into it. Rub off gently with a soft clotho
Paprika sprinkled on fryiag potatoes will turn the slices golden brown and add flavor.
If yoia want a milkshake axtra-thick, throw an ice cube
into the blender while it is v/hirling.
You can make an old umbrella look practically new again
by brushing the fabric with a solution of ammonia and
^rm water,
A couple of rubber bands
around a bathroom glass will
ceep it from slipping out of wet hands,
using a little baby oil to polish shoes , Leave oil
Cu for a fev; minutes
then polish with a soft cloth. It
makes the leather supple and shoes last longer.

^y

5

"^Tty clothespins will dirty clean clothes . Guard against this by sealing the wooden pins with a coat of
shBllac,
When clean.iiig mirrors, ad I a little bluing to the water
and it will make tTrism spat^kle.

«

.
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Waxing the feet of chairs or sofas will keep them from
making unsightly marks on uncarpeted floors,
When doing any painting arotmd the house, slip a plastic vegetable hag over your hmsh hand to keep it from
getting paint-spattered.
To make corn pop up "big and tender, put the "bag of corn
in the freezer for 2^ hours before using it.
Cut frankfurters into one inch pieces, dip in batter of
pancake nix and milk, then fry in deep fat til brown
then serve

honey in a cup of hot tea will clear up
hoarseness in your throar in the morning.
After removing the cork from a bottle of wine, allo"j/
the contents to "breathe" for 15 minutes before pouring.
Fresh oxygen will replace the stale air and improve the
taste.

A spoonful of

The pros know that the best tasting and juciest lemons
are those with the least points on each end and the
smoothest skin.
Save the heavy v/ax envelopes in which gelatin desserts
They make moisture-proof containers for
are packaged.
Fold over the top
pickles or olives in the lunch box.
of the envelope with a rubber band.

one-half cup of vinegar to the last rinse water
when laundering synthetic curtains and draperies. This
reduces the static electricity in them.
Before peeling oranges or grapefruit for salads, heat
them for a few minutes in a hot oven. The white stringy
fibero come off easily when heated skin is removed,

Add

Havor the vjhipped cream you serve on berries with
sherry, then simply add sugar to the berries.
Diced olives will give a new taste -dimension to your
next steak tar t are
Pranks and beans will have an extra good taste if you
add butter, ginger and sugar. Stir while cooking.
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